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In the eye of the hurricane

The Kieger Healthcare team attended 
the Jefferies Healthcare Conference in 
New York from June 8th to June 10th 
2022. At the conference, hundreds of 
participants followed more than 400 
company presentations and panel 
discussions. Combined, the two Kieger 
analysts attended more than 60 
presentations and joined 2 panel 
discussions. 
 
 

This year, the overarching theme was the state of the 
Healthcare sector in the current cloudy macro environment. 
Many presentations touched on the pain-points investors 
are currently dealing with. In general, companies painted a 
confident picture for the future, which may also be a 
function of the defensiveness/non-discretionary character 
of the healthcare sector. The heavy performance draw 
down of non-profitable high growth Medtech and Service 
and smaller Biotech companies continues to be head 
scratcher, but also here it seems to be more a function of 
macro, stock-market and valuations over the last 15 
months, than questionable fundamental innovation and 
market drivers. Overall, it remains to be seen how smooth 
firms will continue to navigate in the eye of the hurricane 
and it still might take a while before things start to calm 
down. 
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The macro environment 

The overall tone of presenting firms was bright. Despite the challenging macro 
environment, firms do not cut back on CAPEX. They continue to invest in facilities 
and R&D budgets seem to be intact, too. The same holds true for their end-clients, 
which continue to invest in instruments, machines, etc., as they continue to see big 
demand from patients and promising innovation opportunities. With regards to 
staffing shortages the situation remains fragile. Commentaries reached from 
“situation encourages where we go from here” to “not getting worse” to “lower than 
positive staffing levels”. Automatization was a buzzword coming up at different 
presentations to counter the staffing shortages. 
 

The CRO-take 

The current “shortage crisis” revealed the vulnerability of global operations and as a 
consequence some of the firms are trying to insource and onshore operations again. 
However, this is not true for the Contract Research Organisation (CRO) space. The 
CRO-sector was well represented at the conference, with three of the largest 
players, Iqvia, Icon and Syneos, and some smaller CROs holding presentations. With 
regard to the omnipresent discussion about the Biotech funding environment, firms 
are not observing a significant slowdown. Exempting 2020 and 2021, which were 
extraordinary strong years, funding lies within historic average. Moreover, Pharma 
– another important driver – is still investing large amounts of cash also 
compensating for a potential Biotech shortfall. Overall, firms continue to see a 
favourable environment with no cancellations, solid RFP volumes and plenty of 
opportunities ahead. The CRO’s diligent selection of whom they work with remains 
key (solid balance sheets, enough money to run trials, etc.). 
 

China continues its ascend in Pharma 

The presentation of ZaiLab once again remembered us on how determined Chinese 
firms are pushing into the global Pharma market. Only founded in 2014, ZaiLab is on 
its way to make inroads into the top Pharma firms. The presentation was 
underpinned by impressive numbers (28 programs, thereof 11 internally developed 
/ de-risked portfolio with 19 positive data readouts and 6 FDA and CDE 
breakthrough therapy designations since 2021) / industry-leading execution with 
quick site initiations (4 months vs 7 of top 5 CROs) and fast patient enrolments (e.g. 
4 times the speed vs global average in a lung cancer study). Nevertheless, proof of 
the pudding lies in the eating and in this case the commercial success, as e.g. the 
oncology market gets extremely crowded and only focussed, relentless combined 
with deep know-how and vision will be successful. 
 

European vaccine names 

What struck us was the negligible interest of US investors for European vaccine 
developers. While US Moderna (“more than 50% of people will get flu/COVID-
19/RSV vaccine combination in the US”) was very well attended (150-200 people), 
the European peer BioNTech had almost no audience (10-15 people). Other smaller 
players, such as Valneva and Bavarian Nordic had similar low attendee levels.  
 

Bottom-line 

We remain very positive about the long-term future of the healthcare sector. 
However, the near-term environment poses some serious challenges, especially for 
firms with no crisis-proof business models. Automatization could be one of the 
solutions to take out staffing-pressures of the healthcare system, but this will take 
time. For the CRO-space, the large names are in good shape. 
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This document has been issued through Kieger AG and is for distribution 
only under such circumstances as may be permitted by applicable law. 
This document is for information purposes only and does not constitute 
an offer. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. The 
details and opinions contained in this document are provided by Kieger 
without any guarantee or warranty and are for the recipient’s personal 
use only. All information and opinions contained in this document are 
subject to change without notice. This document may contain statements 
that constitute “forward looking statements”. A number of risks, 
uncertainties and other important factors could cause actual 
developments and results to differ materially from our expectations. Data 
source: Statestreet / Factset 
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